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EXERCISE 1
Consider the mechanical system depicted in the picture:
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The system is composed by a body of mass M subjected to a viscous friction force, proportional to
speed through the coefficient D, and an elastic force, proportional to position through the coefficient K.

1. Setting M = 1, K = 1, D = 2, find the transfer function G(s) from the force F to the position p.

2. Consider now the block diagram sketched in the picture:
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where KP = 10, while G(s) is the transfer function computed previously. Sketch the asymptotic
Bode plot of the magnitude of the loop transfer function of the control system.



3. Compute the crossover frequency and the phase margin of the control system.

4. Discuss the stability of the closed-loop system, using any of the possible methods.



EXERCISE 2

1. Consider a PLC that has to detect a negative edge in a variable a, as in the following sketch:

Write a program in Ladder Diagram that implements such edge recognition, without using the
dedicated edge recognition contact. Assume that the variable a is initialized to 1.

2. Consider now the following Ladder Diagram:

Write the logical expression represented by the diagram.



3. Making reference to a Sequential Function Chart, explain what is meant with the expression “a
transition is superable”.

4. Consider the Sequential Function Chart represented in the picture. Explain what programming
structure it implements and whether there are constraints on the conditions associated to the trans-
itions.



EXERCISE 3
Consider the following robot manipulator with 3 joints (rotational, prismatic and prismatic):
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1. Find the expression of the direct kinematics of the robot, in terms of the position coordinates of the
end effector with respect to the joint variables ϑ1, d2, and d3.



2. Explain what is a homogeneous transformation matrix.

3. Write the expression of the Jacobian of the manipulator of this exercise.

4. Characterize the singularities of the manipulator of this exercise.


